Detection and quantitation of SUMO chains by mass spectrometry.
The small ubiquitin-like modifiers (SUMOs) alter the function of cellular proteins by covalent attachment to lysine side-chains. SUMOs can target themselves for modification so generating SUMO polymers, the functions of which are beginning to be unraveled.The identification and quantitation of SUMO chains is essential for the functional investigation of SUMO polymerization. Classical techniques, such as site-directed mutagenesis and western blotting, are indirect and often inconclusive methods for the study of SUMO polymers. On the contrary, direct detection is possible with mass spectrometry (MS) by the identification of the SUMO-SUMO branched peptide remnant after proteolytic digestion. In this chapter, we describe a straightforward workflow that incorporates a modified database to efficiently detect SUMO polymers from simple and complex protein samples. In combination with stable isotope labeling by amino acids in cell culture (SILAC), this proteomic strategy allows accurate relative quantitation of SUMO polymers from different biological samples.